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Surveys how reunification in 1990 impacted historical scholarship in the former East
Germany. With German reunification and the demise of the German Democratic
Republic in 1990, East German historians and their traditions of historiography were
removed from mainstream discourse in Germany and relegated to the periphery. By the
mid-1990s, few GDR-trained historians remained in academia. These developments led
to a greater degree of intellectual pluralism, yet marginalized many accomplished
scholars. East German Historians since Reunification assesses what was gained and
lost in the process of dissolving and remaking GDR institutions of historical scholarship.
The collection combines primary and secondary sources: younger scholars offer
analyses of East German historiography, while senior scholars who lived through the
dismantling process provide firsthand accounts. Contributors address broad trends in
scholarship as well as particular subfields and institutions. What unites them is a
willingness to think critically about the achievements and shortcomings of GDR
historiography, and its fate after German reunification.
Though we think we know what it is, the definition of fascism is remarkably elusive. In
general consciousness, it has become a collective term of abuse, while, in reaction,
scholars have over defined it out of existence. In this incisive book, Richard Griffiths
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undertakes to resolve the issue, placing fascism in its tortuous historical context.
Originating from the radical Right in the late 19th Century, fascism combined
revolutionary anti-capitalism and nationalism and was heavily influenced by the thinking
of French philosophers. It encompassed a wide spectrum of movements with
characteristics both of the Right and the Left. Only with Mussolini's movement in the
Twenties did the term Fascism become attached to this heady mixture. And it was only
by the Thirties that movements of the radical Right throughout Europe began to see
themsleves as what has now become known as 'international fascism' a Third Way
between capitalism and communism. Nevertheless some of those who saw themslev
This book fills a major gap in the current spate of books on the Nazis and their leader. It
provides the reader with a pictorial history of the events in Germany from 1918 to 1945.
The elaborate symbolism and psychology of Nazism and the complex personality of
Hitler himself are studied in detail through a wealth of carefully chosen illustrations
which include still photographs, film clips, posters, cartoons and propaganda material.
The result is a wholly absorbing cultural and social history of Nazism, much of it drawn
from sources never used in a book before.
In this authoritative study, one of the first to appear in English, Erik Levi explores the
ambiguous relationship between music and politics during one of the darkest periods of
recent cultural history. Utilising material drawn from contemporary documents, journals
and newspapers, he traces the evolution of reactionary musical attitudes which were
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exploited by the Nazis in the final years of the Weimar Republic, chronicles the
mechanisms that were established after 1933 to regiment musical life throughout
Germany and the occupied territories, and examines the degree to which the climate of
xenophobia, racism and anti-modernism affected the dissemination of music either in
the opera house and concert hall, or on the radio and in the media.
Commemorates the exhibition
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.
Emphasizing the global nature of racism, this volume brings together historians from
various regional specializations to explore this phenomenon from comparative and
transnational perspectives. The essays shed light on how racial ideologies and
practices developed, changed, and spread in Europe, Asia, the Near East, Australia,
and Africa, focusing on processes of transfer, exchange, appropriation, and adaptation.
To what extent, for example, were racial beliefs of Western origin? Did similar belief
systems emerge in non-Western societies independently of Western influence? And
how did these societies adopt and adapt Western racial beliefs once they were exposed
to them? Up to this point, the few monographs or edited collections that exist only
provide students of the history of racism with tentative answers to these questions.
More importantly, the authors of these studies tend to ignore transnational processes of
exchange and transfer. Yet, as this volume shows, these are crucial to an
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understanding of the diffusion of racial belief systems around the globe.
The German Revolution of November 1918 is nowadays largely forgotten outside
Germany. It is generally regarded as a failure even by those who have heard of it, a
missed opportunity which paved the way for the rise of the Nazis and the catastrophe to
come. Robert Gerwarth argues here that to view the German Revolution in this way is a
serious misjudgement. Not only did it bring down the authoritarian monarchy of the
Hohenzollern, it also brought into being the first ever German democracy in an
amazingly bloodless way. Focusing on the dramatic events between the last months of
the First World War in 1918 and Hitler's Munich Putsch of 1923, Robert Gerwarth
illuminates the fundamental and deep-seated ways in which the November Revolution
changed Germany. In doing so, he reminds us that, while it is easy with the benefit of
hindsight to write off the 1918 Revolution as a 'failure', this failure was not somehow preordained. In 1918, the fate of the German Revolution remained very much an open
book.
During the twentieth century, Germans experienced a long series of major and often
violent disruptions in their everyday lives. Such chronic instability and precipitous
change made it difficult for them to make sense of their lives as coherent stories—and
for scholars to reconstruct them in retrospect. Ruptures in the Everyday brings together
an international team of twenty-six researchers from across German studies to craft
such a narrative. This collectively authored work of integrative scholarship investigates
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Alltag through the lens of fragmentary anecdotes from everyday life in modern
Germany. Across ten intellectually adventurous chapters, this book explores the self,
society, families, objects, institutions, policies, violence, and authority in modern
Germany neither from a top-down nor bottom-up perspective, but focused squarely on
everyday dynamics at work “on the ground.”
Drawing on archival, published, and oral history sources, this book analyzes the
successes and limitations encountered by the East German state as it used
participatory sports programs, sports festivals, and sports spectatorship to transform its
population into new socialist citizens.
Bde. 16, 18, 21, and 28 each contain section "Verlagsveränderüngen im deutschen
Buchhandel."

This dictionary gives an enormous amount of basic information on the Third
Reich era by listing, and often depicting, German terms connected to Nazism and
the Germany of World War II. It includes ranks, badges, insignia, regalia, medals,
flags and banners, weapons, uniforms, equipment, vehicles, fortifications,
airplanes, battleships, main Nazi concepts and organizations, slogans, sayings,
code names, nicknames, slang words, places of importance, events and battles,
treaties and alliances, industry and economics, justice, art, religion, education,
political parties, newspapers, laws, institutions, and short biographies of Nazi
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leaders. To make the rise of Nazism comprehensible, aspects of the Weimar
Republic have also been considered. In all there are 1,650 entries and 234
illustrations.
Unavoidable Germans describes how 20th century Germany, with its high
reputation in philosophy, the arts, and especially music, could accept a banal,
undereducated outsider, Hitler, as national and cultural leader. In exploring
German culture, the author found three "unavoidable Germans" in Goethe,
Wagner, and Thomas Mann, whom the book examines in detail before bringing
the fourth unavoidable personality, Hitler himself, on the scene to examine how
he dealt with German artistic and cultural standard--and how the artists and
philosophers reacted to him. A clear understanding of the collision of German
culture and the brutal, uncompromising principles of Hitler enables conclusions
that can be applied to any nation whose political system is under attack or in a
state of deterioration. Understanding the events of the German 20th century, and
of the previous two centuries which laid the groundwork for this, the most
extreme case imaginable of culture colliding with brutality, helps us make more
intelligent artistic and political choices for ourselves.
The field of sports history is no longer a fledgling area of study. There is a great
vitality in the field and it has matured dramatically over the past decade.
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Reflecting changes to traditional approaches, sport historians need now to
engage with contemporary debates about history, to be encouraged to position
themselves and their methodologies in relation to current epistemological issues,
and to promote the importance of reflecting on the literary or poetic dimensions of
producing history. These contemporary developments, along with a wealth of
international research from a range of theoretical perspectives, provide the
backdrop to the new Routledge Companion to Sports History. This book provides
a comprehensive guide to the international field of sports history as it has
developed as an academic area of study. Readers are guided through the
development of the field across a range of thematic and geographical contexts
and are introduced to the latest cutting edge approaches within the field.
Including contributions from many of the world’s leading sports historians, the
Routledge Companion to Sports History is the most important single volume for
researchers and students in, and entering, the sports history field. It is an
essential guide to contemporary research themes, to new ways of doing sports
history, and to the theoretical and methodological foundations of this most
fascinating of subjects.
Entrepreneur and Nazi functionary Fritz Kiehn lived through almost 100 years of
German history, from the Bismarck era to the late Bonn Republic. A successful
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manufacturer, Kiehn joined the Nazi Party in 1930 and obtained a number of
influential posts after 1933, making him one of the most powerful Nazi
functionaries in southern Germany. These posts allowed him ample opportunity
to profit from “Aryanizations” and state contracts. After 1945, he restored his
reputation, was close to Adenauer's CDU during Germany's economic miracle,
and was a respected and honored citizen in Trossingen. Kiehn's biography
provides a key to understanding the political upheavals of the twentieth century,
especially the workings of the corrupt Nazi system as well as the “coming to
terms” with National Socialism in the Federal Republic.
This book explores the activities of the Nazi regime's vast leisure programme.
Shortly after coming to power in Germany, it began a large-scale undertaking to
bring happiness and a good life to so-called 'Aryan' Germans, carried out by the
Nazi leisure organization Kraft durch Freude. Julia Timpe traces Kraft durch
Freude's practices and propaganda from 1933 through the Second World War,
and analyses Nazi-organized sports classes, entertainment events, and
beautification campaigns for industrial sites and the countryside, as well as Kraft
durch Freude's activities in entertaining German soldiers and concentration camp
guards. Contributing to newer scholarship which focuses on the integratory force
of the Nazi promise of a unified 'racial community' of all 'Aryan' Germans, this
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book highlights that Kraft durch Freude's 'everyday production of joy' was central
to Nazism, closely connected to the destructive side of the Third Reich, and
ultimately a major reason for Nazism's success among the German population.
A dramatic narrative-and reinterpretation-of Germany's six-week campaign that
swept the Wehrmacht to Paris in spring 1940. Before the Nazis killed him for his
work in the French Resistance, the great historian Marc Bloch wrote a famous
short book, Strange Defeat, about the treatment of his nation at the hands of an
enemy the French had believed they could easily dispose of. In Strange Victory,
the distinguished American historian Ernest R. May asks the opposite question:
How was it that Hitler and his generals managed this swift conquest, considering
that France and its allies were superior in every measurable dimension and
considering the Germans' own skepticism about their chances? Strange Victory
is a riveting narrative of those six crucial weeks in the spring of 1940, weaving
together the decisions made by the high commands with the welter of confused
responses from exhausted and ill-informed, or ill-advised, officers in the field.
Why did Hitler want to turn against France at just this moment, and why were his
poor judgment and inadequate intelligence about the Allies nonetheless correct?
Why didn't France take the offensive when it might have led to victory? What
explains France's failure to detect and respond to Germany's attack plan? It is
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May's contention that in the future, nations might suffer strange defeats of their
own if they do not learn from their predecessors' mistakes in judgment.
This work is a historiography of the German town of Erlangen, which lies approximately 20
kilometers north of Nuremberg in the Franconian region of Bavaria. With a current population
of just over 100,000, the city is primarily noted for its university and as the headquarters of the
Siemens Corporation. In this book, author Gary Fouse, who spent three years as a U.S.
military policeman in Erlangen, traces the history of Erlangen from its humble beginnings as a
village in 1002 to the current era. Fouse describes the city during the most important historical
events in German history including the Reformation, the Thirty Years War, the Napoleonic
Wars, the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-1871, the two world wars and post-World War II
recovery. Fouse delves into the life of the city under the rule of the House of Hohenzollern, the
arrival in 1686 of French Huguenot refugees, the founding of the university, and the history of
the Jewish community in Erlangen. Also detailed is the history of the U.S. Army in Erlangen
from 1945 to 1994. The author's personal accounts provide an interesting look into the lives of
the Americans, both inside and outside the caserne.
Includes more than 3000 entries. Probably the most extensive reference available in English
on the National Socialist phenomenon. Covers sports, culture, religion, economics etc.
Performance Anxiety analyses the efforts of German elites, from 1890 to 1945, to raise the
productivity and psychological performance of workers through the promotion of mass sports.
Michael Hau reveals how politicians, sports officials, medical professionals, and business
leaders, articulated a vision of a human economy that was coopted in 1933 by Nazi officials in
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order to promote competition in the workplace. Hau’s original and startling study is the first to
establish how Nazi leaders’ discourse about sports and performance was used to support their
claims that Germany was on its way to becoming a true meritocracy. Performance Anxiety is
essential reading for political, social, and sports historians alike.
From the 1890s to the 1930s, a growing number of Germans began to scrutinize and discipline
their bodies in a utopian search for perfect health and beauty. Some became vegetarians,
nudists, or bodybuilders, while others turned to alternative medicine or eugenics. In The Cult of
Health and Beauty in Germany, Michael Hau demonstrates why so many men and women
were drawn to these life reform movements and examines their tremendous impact on German
society and medicine. Hau argues that the obsession with personal health and fitness was
often rooted in anxieties over professional and economic success, as well as fears that modern
industrialized civilization was causing Germany and its people to degenerate. He also
examines how different social groups gave different meanings to the same hygienic practices
and aesthetic ideals. What results is a penetrating look at class formation in pre-Nazi Germany
that will interest historians of Europe and medicine and scholars of culture and gender.
The first-ever comprehensive biography of Heinrich Himmler, SS-Reichsführer, Nazi Interior
Minister, and Chief of Police, whose name has become a byword for the terror, persecution,
and destruction that characterized the Third Reich.
From 1937 to 1944 the National Socialist regime organised a series of art exhibitions, Grosse
Deutsche Kuntstausstellung, in Munich. This book traces the history of the exhibitions,
characterises the artists and artworks shown and investigates how the local Munich tradition of
displaying art was reinvented for national purposes.
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Growing Up Female in Nazi Germany explores the world of the Bund Deutscher Mädel (BDM),
the female section within the Hitler Youth that included almost all German girls aged 10 to 14.
The BDM is often enveloped in myths; German girls were brought up to be the compliant
handmaidens of National Socialism, their mental horizon restricted to the "three Ks" of Kinder,
Küche, Kirche (children, kitchen, and church). Dagmar Reese, however, depicts another
picture of life in the BDM. She explores how and in what way the National Socialists were
successful in linking up with the interests of contemporary girls and young women and
providing them a social life of their own. The girls in the BDM found latitude for their own
development while taking on responsibilities that integrated them within the folds of the
National Socialist state. "At last available in English, this pioneering study provides fresh
insights into the ways in which the Nazi regime changed young 'Aryan' women's lives through
appeals to female self-esteem that were not obviously defined by Nazi ideology, but drove a
wedge between parents and children. Thoughtful analysis of detailed interviews reveals the
day-to-day functioning of the Third Reich in different social milieus and its impact on women's
lives beyond 1945. A must-read for anyone interested in the gendered dynamics of Nazi
modernity and the lack of sustained opposition to National Socialism." --Uta Poiger, University
of Washington "In this highly readable translation, Reese provocatively identifies Nazi girls
league members' surprisingly positive memories and reveals significant implications for the
functioning of Nazi society. Reaching across disciplines, this work is for experts and for the
classroom alike." --Belinda Davis, Rutgers University Dagmar Reese is The Moses
Mendelssohn Zentrum Potsdam researcher on the DFG-project "Georg Simmels
Geschlechtertheorien im ‚fin de siecle' Berlin", 2004 William Templer is a widely published
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translator from German and Hebrew and is on the staff of Rajamangala University of
Technology Srivijaya.
Provides over 3,000 entries on important individuals, battles, ideology, politics, psychology,
economics, health, art music, and theater between 1933 and 1945 in Nazi Germany.
Only one generation ago, the world watched as highly trained physicians abandoned medical
ethics in response to the Nazi regime. Weyers' book takes an in-depth look at the
circumstances which allowed this to happen and the steps necessary to ensure such genocide
never happens again.
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